Introduction
Cell and developmental biologists historically have relied on optical microscopy to clarify many fundamental aspects of tissue organization and subcellular compartmentalization. This reliance was enormously stimulated with the advent of genetically encoded fluorescent proteins (FPs), which, by acting as endogenous labels, enabled noninvasive, intracellular imaging of proteins-of-interest compatible with physiological conditions (Giepmans et al., 2006; Lippincott-Schwartz, 2011; LippincottSchwartz and Patterson, 2003; Tsien, 1998) . However, traditional light visualization methods are confined to resolutions no better than a quarter of a micrometer because of the diffraction limit of light (Abbe, 1873) . This limit prevents a point source light emitter from being seen as anything but a blurry object several hundred nanometers wide, precluding visualization of fine details of structures within cells having nanometer scale dimensions (such as nucleosomes, actin, microtubules, and membranes). Given that the biology of cells and tissues is dependent on submicron-level molecular architecture and dynamics, researchers have been keen to find ways to overcome the light microscope's traditional resolution limits.
Recently, several techniques have been introduced that circumvent the diffraction limit by temporally or spatially modulating the light shone on a fluorescent object. This improves resolution down to tens of nanometers, more than an order-ofmagnitude below the diffraction limit. By achieving this so-called ''superresolution,'' these techniques are prompting a revolution in light microscopy (Gustafsson, 2000; Hell, 2007; Huang et al., 2009; Kanchanawong and Waterman, 2012; LippincottSchwartz and Patterson, 2009; Manley et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2010; Schermelleh et al., 2010; Toomre and Bewersdorf, 2010) . Here, we focus on the class of superresolution (SR) imaging techniques known as point-localization SR imaging. These single-molecule-based approaches combine moleculespecific fluorescent labeling with nanoscale spatial resolution, achieving the highest resolution of all fluorescence-based SR techniques. Below, we discuss the different ways of performing point-localization SR imaging, the advantages and limitations of these approaches, and the particular areas of cell and developmental biology where they can be used to visualize structures and processes of cells at or near the molecular level.
Strategies and Probes for Point-Localization SR Imaging
A point source of light, such as a fluorescent molecule, appears like an extended blob when imaged with an optical system. Because of this extended image, two objects, when imaged simultaneously, cannot be differentiated from each other unless a minimum distance separates them. This distance is proportional to the wavelength of the radiation used to image and defines the optical resolution of the imaging method. For visible light viewed through a conventional microscope, this translates into a resolution limit of 200 nm in x-y and 500 nm in z. Many cellular structures, however, are organized at spatial scales considerably smaller than this limit. To gain access to these structures, biologists have traditionally used electron microscopy (EM), which by imaging electrons with wavelengths 100,000 times shorter than visible light achieves subnanometer resolution. However, EM does not have intrinsic contrast for specific protein components in biological substructures. The revolutionary impact of point-localization SR microscopy is that it provides molecular specificity together with nanometric resolution.
Among the techniques employing point-localization SR imaging are photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006) , fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) , stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006) , direct STORM (dSTORM) (Heilemann et al., 2008) , ground state depletion followed by individual molecule return (GSDIM) (Fö lling et al., 2008) , point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) (Sharonov and Hochstrasser, 2006) , bleaching/blinking assisted localization microscopy (BaLM) (Burnette et al., 2011) , and generalized single molecule high-resolution imaging with photobleaching (gSHRImP) (Simonson et al., 2011) . These techniques all use a pointillist strategy (akin to that of 19 th century pointillist painting) (Lidke et al., 2005) to generate high-resolution images (Figures 1 and 2 ). Individual images are generated by temporally isolating the fluorescence emission of neighboring molecules so that only a sparse subset of molecules (separated by at least 200 nm) are imaged at any given time. The spatially separated images of visible molecules are individually fit to precisely localize the proteins within a structure-of-interest. This is possible because the light emissions from individual molecules give rise to a roughly Gaussian shape, whose centroid can be fit with nanometer precision (Gelles et al., 1988; Kubitscheck et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2002; Yildiz et al., 2003) . The molecules are then photobleached, and a new subset of molecules are activated and localized. This process is repeated multiple times to localize numerous molecules (represented as points in the image). Combining the single-molecule localization information in all frames of the image series produces a superresolution image comprised of point localizations.
To perform point-localization SR microscopy, the probe molecule must be able to populate two or more different states, only one of which is detectable under imaging conditions. The detectable form of the single molecule is called its activation state, and this state is what is used to distinguish (i.e., isolate) the molecule from neighboring ones. To achieve such isolation, the various techniques use different probe molecules and isolation strategies (see Table 1 ). Both PALM-and STORMbased methods use laser-induced stochastic photoactivation or photoswitching of fluorescent probes between an ''on'' (visible) state and an ''off'' (invisible) state to isolate single molecules. To highlight the protein-of-interest, PALM utilizes genetically encoded photoactivatable or photoswitchable fluorescent (A) The probe molecules are in the dark state and are invisible at the start of the experiment. A sparse subset of molecules is photoactivated and imaged as spatially separate fluorescence spots. The activated fluorescent molecules are photobleached, and a new set of molecules is activated to continue the identification and localization of single molecules. (B) Discrete fluorescence spots of photoactivated molecules in each frame are individually fit to localize the molecules with high spatial resolution. The bleaching, activation, and imaging steps are repeated thousands of times, and a superresolution image is finally generated by combining the localization information from all the frames. Subtracting consecutive image frames from each other isolates single fluorescent spots, corresponding to single molecules that have bleached or blinked during the image acquisition process. The single-molecule spots in the difference images are mathematically fit to estimate the center of molecules with tens of nanometer spatial resolution. By combining the single-molecule localization information from all the difference images, a superresolution image is reconstructed with structural details unresolvable in diffraction-limited image.
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Perspective proteins (collectively referred to as PA-FPs herein), whereas STORM typically uses antibodies tagged with an organic activator-reporter dye pair to highlight the protein-of-interest. The activator dye used in STORM facilitates the switching of the reporter dye molecule between the dark and visible states. In dSTORM, no activator dye is used. Instead, switching of fluorescence relies solely on spontaneous reactivation of a single reporter dye to the fluorescent ''on'' state. In PALM, the genetic tagging of proteins-of-interest confers certain advantages. Proteins are precisely labeled with a single fluorescent label, enabling low background stoichiometric labeling of proteinsof-interest. This is helpful given the low photon budget of the PA-FPs. The genetic encoding of the probes furthermore facilitates live cell applications, simplifying the laborious optimization procedures involved in exogenous introduction of fluorescent dyes.
GSDIM, BaLM, and gSHRImP techniques can use both conventional fluorescent proteins and organic dyes as probe molecules and require only single wavelength activation. This widens the scope of these techniques and makes them more accessible to a larger community of scientists. In addition, these methods use slightly different strategies to isolate and image single molecules than that used in PALM and STORM. In GSDIM, the fluorescent molecules are switched to an intrinsic dark state (triplet state) using high-power lasers. A sparse subset of molecules spontaneously switches back to a fluorescent state during each image acquisition. These molecules are then imaged and precisely localized. In BaLM and gSHRIMP, the intrinsic bleaching and blinking of fluorophores is used to isolate and localize single molecules (Figure 2 ). Consecutive image frames are subtracted from each other to reveal isolated fluorescent spots, which correspond to single molecules that have undergone bleaching/blinking. The centroids of the fluorescent spots are then determined with nanometric accuracy on the basis of Gaussian fitting. Summing all the centroids acquired in this manner after acquiring thousands of images yields the SR image. BaLM and gSHRImP are ideally suited to biologists who are already utilizing standard imaging techniques for visualization of their particular systems but who require improvements in image resolution to discern blurred structures.
PAINT is conceptually different from the above-mentioned techniques. Rather than employing laser-induced switching of probes between dark and visible states, PAINT uses the change in fluorescence intensity of a freely diffusible fluorescent probe upon binding to a structure to image isolated single molecules (Giannone et al., 2010; Sharonov and Hochstrasser, 2006) . Individual localizations correspond to points on the surface of the structure where the probe molecules stochastically collide. Combining the localization information from numerous collisions enables the reconstruction of the structure with high resolution.
Collectively, all these single molecule-based SR techniques rely on optically and/or chemically driven isolation of probe molecules within a biological sample. The fluorescence from the probe molecule is then fit to a nanometer-sized point. Upon accumulation of sufficient points, an image is created by summing all the points. Because the resolution of the resulting image can be well below the diffraction limit, the image can help describe a biological structure of interest without the often prohibitive blur seen in conventional imaging approaches, which precludes definition of fine structural detail.
Resolution of Pointillist SR Images
The optical resolution of an imaging system is a measure of its capacity to distinguish details of spatial features in the image. In point-localization SR imaging, optical resolution is determined by the shortest distance of separation between two adjacent fluorescent molecules that can be distinguished from each other. This distance depends on the localization accuracy of single fluorescent probes, which in turn is proportional to the number of photons detected from a single fluorescent molecule (Thompson et al., 2002) . Consequently, the differences in photon number of probe molecules used in point-localization SR techniques often results in different levels of image resolution. The organic dyes used in STORM and dSTORM, for example, are generally brighter and more stable than the PA-FPs used in PALM (Bates et al., 2007; Ferná ndez-Suá rez and Ting, 2008) . They typically give off thousands of photons per photoactivation/photoswitching event compared to hundreds obtained from PA-FPs. This enables them to be localized with increased localization accuracy. The spatial resolution in point-localization SR images approaches the dimensions of intermolecular separation. Therefore, in addition to optical resolution described above, both the sampling density and the size of the fluorescent probes are critical in determining the effective spatial resolution. The maximum spatial resolution in a pointillist SR image is limited to twice the sampling density-that is, twice the average intermolecular distance according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Shannon, 1949) . For example, a density of 1600 molecules/mm 2 is required to achieve a spatial resolution of 50 nm. This means that it is critical to maximize the detection efficiency of single molecules in point-localization SR imaging techniques. However, it should be noted that multiple sampling of the same probe molecule does not contribute to enhanced Nyquist sampling. Thus, STORM probes, which tend to blink and reappear a larger number of times than PA-FPs, do not necessarily afford enhanced spatial resolution. Resolution in point-localization SR images is also limited by the size of the probe molecule. Dyes used in STORM and dSTORM must be linked to some targeting domain, typically antibodies, to give molecular specificity, and the dye-labeled antibodies must be exogenously introduced into cells. The large size of these antibodies limits the resolution and, hence, detailed reconstruction of biological structures in STORM/dSTORM images. For this reason, strategies to target organic dyes specifically to biomolecules without the use of large multivalent antibodies have been used (Klein et al., 2011; Wombacher et al., 2010) . The size of the PA-FP, in contrast, is considerably smaller than that of an antibody, which improves resolution capability.
In addition to the above parameters, other factors, such as background signal, contrast ratio (i.e., the ratio of the number of photons emitted by the activated state to the dark state), and preservation of biological structure during fixation, all affect the spatial resolution. Ideally, a probe with high contrast ratio should be chosen. For example, in STORM/dSTORM, the organic dyes employed must be forced to the dark state to isolate single point emitters. Because of this, the global background due to spontaneous dye reactivation events can degrade the localization precision of detected probe molecules.
Revealing Structural Organization at the Nanoscale Many cellular structures, including synapses, tight junctions, microfilaments, and nuclear pores, are comprised of densely arrayed components with spacing that is complex and far below the diffraction limit. The new tools and concepts associated with point-localization SR imaging are helping biologists explore these nanosized objects within the cell. For example, researchers employing point-localization SR imaging have begun to study the complex intracellular patterning of proteins within bacteria. Only a few micrometers in length, these tiny cells have been a challenge to visualize optically. Examining the nanoscopic distribution of the cytoskeletal protein FtsZ in Escherichia coli, researchers showed that the protein was organized as compressed helical-shaped protofilaments at the division plane, helping to explain its role in bacterial replication (Fu et al., 2010) . In a different study, chemotaxis receptors on the surface of bacteria were shown to exhibit a continuum of receptor cluster sizes, suggesting they are capable of self-organization (Greenfield et al., 2009). In another study, Biteen et al. used the photoswitchable properties of the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein to resolve the structural details of the actin-related bacterial protein MreB in live Caulobacter crescentus bacteria (Biteen et al., 2008) . The MreB protein adopted a banded structure, which accentuated the bacterial cell shape and later developed into a ring structure in predivisional cells demarcating the site of daughter cell separation.
The success in visualizing structural features using point-localization SR imaging in the above studies was possible largely because of two factors: the limited size of the structure-of-interest and the high density of labeling observed. Gaining a clear understanding of nanoscopic features contained within a point-localized SR image is not always straightforward and often requires placing the image into a larger informational context. Just consider a pointillist painting. Individual points occupy very little space, so unless there are enough of them in a dense arrangement, no interpretable landscape or object is seen. Under these circumstances, some other feature of the image must be used to provide context for interpreting the arrangement of points.
Researchers have employed two strategies to provide structural context for point-localization images: correlation with EM and use of multicolor labeling. In correlative, point-localization SR-EM imaging, the localized molecules from the SR image are overlaid with an electron micrograph of the same image. Because samples are cryosectioned prior to imaging, it becomes possible to investigate subcellular compartments deep within cells or in tissue sections from whole organisms. Correlative point-localization SR-EM was first technically demonstrated using photoactivatable fluorescent proteins targeted to the mitochondrial matrix (Betzig et al., 2006) . There, over 5,500 proteins were individually localized within a single Developmental Cell 23, December 11, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1095 mitochondrial element, greatly exceeding that possible using immuno-EM approaches. Since then, continued improvements in correlative point-localization SR-EM have been made for better identification of ultrastructural features of interest (Kopek et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 2011) .
The second strategy for gaining structural context in pointlocalization SR imaging employs multicolor labeling. This involves point-localization of two or more different fluorescent proteins in the same specimen. Structural context is achieved by comparing the distributions of the different molecules. The increasing availability of photactivatable and photoconvertible probes in different colors makes this approach feasible (Dempsey et al., 2011; Ferná ndez-Suá rez and Ting, 2008; Patterson, 2011) . Initial demonstrations of multicolor imaging using STORM employed two donor-acceptor pairs (AF405-Cy5 and Cy2-Cy5) in a sequential activation mode (Bates et al., 2007) , whereas that using PALM employed sequential activation of irreversible green to red (tdEos) and reversible dark to green (Dronpa) proteins (Shroff et al., 2007) and, more recently, simultaneous activation of a green marker (PAGFP) and a red marker (PATagRFP) having negligible overlap with the green partner (Subach et al., 2010) . Additional promising multicolor imaging strategies for point-localization SR microscopy have been demonstrated with dSTORM (Lö schberger et al., 2012), GSDIM (Testa et al., 2010) , and BaLM (Burnette et al., 2011) . Using common dyes based on rhodamine, Alexa and cyanine, these methods have enabled imaging of up to six different colors (Bates et al., 2012) , with up to four dyes imaged simultaneously (Testa et al., 2010) .
The multicolor labeling approaches above have successfully been used to visualize the spatio-compositional features of several nanoscopic biological structures. At the plasma membrane, the distribution of transferrin receptor within coated pits (Subach et al., 2009) observed. In another study, colocalization of crosslinked GPI anchored proteins with actin at the plasma membrane was demonstrated . In an especially elegant study, Lö schberger et al. used multicolor point-localization SR imaging to visualize the 8-fold symmetry of a specific protein gp210 within the nuclear pore complex (NPC) (Lö schberger et al., 2012) ( Figure 3A) . Reconstruction of NPCs isolated from nuclear envelopes of Xenopus laevis oocytes was accomplished using both single-and dual-color dSTORM. Nonspecific labeling of nucleoporins on the smaller diameter basket of the NPC enabled multiprotein imaging within the same sample. With the NPC comprising >30 unique proteins, the results nicely demonstrated the power of pointillism-based SR microscopy for defining the organization of specific proteins within large macromolecular complexes.
Moving to the Third Dimension with Point-Localization SR Imaging Point-localization SR imaging was originally constrained to twodimensional (2D) imaging (using total internal reflectance microscopy) because of a sample thickness of greater than 100 nm having excess out-of-focus probe detection events. Now, a variety of methods have enabled point-localization SR techniques to be extended to the third dimension. These approaches differ by how they obtain the axial information. This can be by (1) exploiting a z-dependent point spread function (PSF), for example by fitting an elliptical PSF with a 2D Gaussian function (Huang et al., 2008b) , correlating an elliptical PSF with a threedimensional (3D) PSF (York et al., 2011) , or using a double-helix PSF (Pavani et al., 2009 ); (2) splitting the z-planes onto different portions of the detector (Juette et al., 2008) ; or (3) employing interferometry (Shtengel et al., 2009) . Several important novel findings have been made with these approaches. This includes clarifying the structure of clathrin-dependent endocytic machinery (Huang et al., 2008b; Jones et al., 2011) , the stratification of focal adhesion components at cell-substrate contacts (Kanchanawong et al., 2010) , and the organization of mitochondrial nucleoids (Kopek et al., 2012) .
A simple and commercially available implementation for 3D point-localization imaging has been realized using astigmatism. With this approach, a single lens is placed before the detector to extract the z position of each single molecule emitter using the image's asymmetry. Multicolor 3D point localization was first achieved with STORM using such an approach, with microtubules and mitochondria both visualized within the same sample (Huang et al., 2008a) . Although not achieving the highest z-resolution of the 3D localization methods, the astigmatic 3D STORM method has been enhanced by using a dual-objective approach (z localization precision of 20 nm) . This enabled the intricate meshwork of the actin cytoskeleton to be nanoscopically resolved in 3D.
Interferometric-PALM (iPALM) technology achieves the highest z resolution of existing 3D point localization techniques (z localization precisions of below 10 nm) (Shtengel et al., 2009 ). This approach collects photons from above and below the sample using dual objectives and recombines the photons to create a wave interference effect. Elegant work using iPALM by Kanchanawong and colleagues recently delineated the structural organization of the individual protein components within focal adhesions, the organization of which was previously unknown (Kanchanawong et al., 2010) . A nanoscale layered architecture of specific focal adhesion components was observed ( Figure 3B) . Moreover, the protein talin was polarized throughout the focal adhesion strata, suggesting it plays an important role in force transduction between the extracellular matrix and the actin cytoskeleton.
Although iPALM technology proved a perfect complement to the study of focal adhesion structures residing in narrow tens of nanometer bands adjacent to the plasma membrane, many biological molecules do not organize into identifiable 3D structures adjacent to well-defined structures. In these cases, it is useful to correlate the acquired pointillist images with EM. An excellent example of such an approach visualized the organization of the mitochondrial nucleoid with respect to mitochondrial membranes using both iPALM and 3D EM imaging using ion ablation and scanning EM (Kopek et al., 2012) . Correlating in 3D a nucleoid-associated protein within mitochondrial cristae with uncertainties of less than 30 nm ( Figure 3C ), this study and its methodology provide the ''gold standard'' for future 3D analysis of other membranous macromolecular complexes lacking striking definition within subcellular structures.
Analyzing Protein Clustering and Receptor Stoichiometry
In addition to providing increased structural resolution, images generated by point-localization SR microscopy contain precise information about spatial scales of molecular organization (Sengupta and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012) . New approaches are now being used to quantitatively analyze this molecular organization (Hsu and Baumgart, 2011; Owen et al., 2010; Sengupta et al., 2011; Sengupta and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012; Williamson et al., 2011) . The approaches are enabling quantification of different parameters of single-molecule spatial organization, including the presence of molecule clusters, their size, density, and abundance in a particular cell environment. As a result, whole new areas of research are opening up focused on clarifying nanoscale protein organization and stoichiometry within cells.
A prerequisite for this type of single molecule analysis is the precise identification of single molecules, which is not straightforward. Often, a single molecule fluoresces for a time span longer than a single acquisition image frame (which is typically 20-100 ms) before it bleaches. This results in the same molecule appearing across multiple frames. Because the numbers of photons detected from the molecule during each of its multiple appearances varies stochastically, slight differences in the estimated position of the individual molecule during different image frames occurs. The result is that, in the final composite image, the single molecule appears as a cluster of points (instead of a single point), with each point in the cluster corresponding to the molecule's position in an individual image frame (Annibale et al., 2011a (Annibale et al., , 2011b Sengupta et al., 2011) .
A photo-physical process called blinking (Dickson et al., 1997; Schwille et al., 2000) further complicates this situation. During the blinking process, a single molecule intermittently disappears for a variable number of images before reappearing by converting to a fluorescent state. Single molecules undergo multiple cycles of such blinking before being irreversibly photobleached. As a consequence, multiple appearances of the same molecule in an image series are punctuated by a variable number of images where it is not apparent (because of its being temporarily blinked off) (Annibale et al., 2011a; Sengupta et al., 2011) . The final SR image thus contains a complicated point pattern of multiple appearances of a large number of single molecules. Identifying single molecules in this complex image poses a major problem, especially in biological samples with a high density of molecules.
Recently, an analysis technique termed pair-correlation PALM (PC-PALM) was developed that can circumvent these problems of single-molecule assignment . The method uses pair correlation algorithms to calculate clustering contribution from multiple appearances of the same molecule in an image series. By removing the contribution of multiple appearances of the same molecule in an image, PC-PALM permits the accurate description of different physical parameters of protein organization ( Figures 4A and 4B) . In so doing, it facilitates the dissection of the spatial features of nanoscale protein organization.
Using PC-PALM, researchers have addressed current concepts of plasma membrane organization and remodeling Veatch et al., 2012a) . In one study, the cluster size, occupancy, and density of clusters of four different plasma membrane proteins were followed under steady-state conditions and following perturbations of membrane lipid organization . The molecules included signaling molecules LAT and Lyn, a lipid-anchored GPI protein, and the viral protein VSVG. Clear differences in the clustering characteristics of these proteins were observed, with the density of clustering greatest for VSVG and lowest for Lat. The authors also examined the effects of various perturbations on plasma membrane organization with this approach. Dramatic changes in the clustering parameters of the GPI protein were observed under treatments with sphingomyelinase, cytochalsin B, and shiga toxin.
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Other pair correlation approaches used in conjunction with PALM have revealed how signaling receptors on the plasma membrane cluster in response to ligand binding (Sherman et al., 2011) and the colocalization of transferrin receptor with clathrin (Subach et al., 2009) . Pair-correlation with PALM approaches are not limited to examining protein organization at the plasma membrane. It is possible to use these approaches for interrogating quantitative aspects of protein organization anywhere in the cells, including organelles, such as the nucleus, Golgi apparatus, and mitochondria. They can furthermore be used with any single molecule application (Veatch et al., 2012a, 2012b ).
Quantitative analysis of molecular organization also extends to the question of stoichiometry of particular oligomeric protein complexes. These complexes, which include various receptors, protein channels, and degradative and biosynthetic machinery, exhibit a specific stoichiometry for proper functioning within cells. A recent point-localization SR study used genetically encoded, spectrally distinct fluorophore calibrators (PAGFPand PAmCh-based) to demonstrate a way to obtain quantitative information regarding stoichiometry at the single molecule level (Renz et al., 2012) . Using this approach, the authors deciphered a 2:1 stoichiometry of RHL1 and RHL2 subunits of the et al., 2011.) asialoglycoprotein receptor within nanometric clusters. Addressing subunit stoichiometry within oligomeric protein complexes using this type of single molecule counting approach has great potential for addressing the precise composition of different receptors and oligomeric structures within cells.
Tracking Individual Protein and Macromolecular Complex Movements
The multiple appearances of a single fluorescent molecule, though problematic for spatial analysis, enable the characterization of single-molecule dynamics in live cells. Conventional single particle-tracking experiments involve tracking of a small fraction of labeled proteins so that each protein can be unambiguously followed across successive image frames. These techniques do not allow detection of dynamic heterogeneities because of small sampling statistics. Point-localization methods like PALM, however, can use multiple cycles of activation and photobleaching to illuminate and track numerous subsets of proteins in succession. This enables the generation of highdensity maps of 2D diffusion trajectories of proteins-of-interest, as demonstrated in the technique called single particle-tracking PALM (sptPALM), which tracks the spatial location of single molecules tagged with PA-FPs (Manley et al., 2008) . Studies using sptPALM have defined the dynamics of viral proteins (Hess et al., 2007; Manley et al., 2008) , actin in dendritic spines (Frost et al., 2010; Tatavarty et al., 2009) , and cell surface receptors on the plasma membrane of mammalian cells (Subach et al., 2010) . The data obtained from studies like these can be used to elucidate the biogenesis and steady-state characteristics of structures-of-interest. sptPALM can also be used to assess the temporal correlation of two different proteins in space (Subach et al., 2010) , which is important for gaining mechanistic insights into receptor oligomerization during signaling, viral assembly, and other biological processes that involve coordinated, dynamic interaction between two or multiple proteins.
Apart from characterizing the dynamics of single PA-FPtagged proteins, live cell point-localization SR microscopy can also be used to characterize the overall dynamics of macromolecular structures, but there are caveats. A single pointillist image is a superimposition of a large number of image frames, requiring time to obtain sufficient numbers of proteins that are accurately localized to define a structure-of-interest. For this reason, live cell applications of point-localization SR microscopy face a challenge: they can only study cellular processes that progress on time scales slower than the time required to generate a pointillist image corresponding to a single time point. For this reason, the dynamic processes to be studied need to be carefully chosen so that they use probe molecules and combinations appropriate for needed spatial and temporal resolutions. Continued improvements in the photophysical properties of probe molecules (Ferná ndez-Suá rez and Ting, 2008; Ha and Tinnefeld, 2012; Patterson, 2011; Piatkevich and Verkhusha, 2010) and point localization analysis algorithms (Smith et al., 2010) are also crucial.
With these caveats in mind, several researchers have successfully imaged cellular structures in motion using pointlocalization SR microscopy. For example, Shroff et al. used high-frame-rate PALM imaging to visualize the biogenesis and temporal evolution of focal adhesion complexes in cells (Figure 4C ). In another study, a PA-FP-labeled low-affinity actin probe was used to determine the dynamics of actin in individual dendritic spines of rat hippocampal neurons (Izeddin et al., 2011) . Finally, Jones et al. documented the dynamics of the 100-200 nm basket structure of clathrin-coated pits in 3D (Jones et al., 2011) (Figure 4D) . Here, the authors were able to rapidly acquire sufficient localization information of transferrin, a cargo known to be internalized in a clathrin-dependent manner, to be able to briefly follow its endocytic uptake into the cell.
Improvements for the Road Ahead Point-localization SR microscopy is now beginning to shed light on the complex inner workings of cellular machinery with astonishing resolution and molecular specificity in a native cellular context. As overviewed above, three general applications areas using this technology are stimulating cell and developmental biology: analysis of 2-3D spatial patterns of proteins and structures in fixed cells, quantification of nanoscale molecule complex organization (i.e., cluster size, protein numbers, and stoichiometry), and live cell characterization of the dynamics of cellular proteins and structures with high spatial resolution over time. To expand the focus in these areas, improvements in fluorescent probe capabilities and software tools for extracting quantitative parameters from point-localization data sets are needed.
The resolution of a pointillist image critically depends on a fluorescent probe's photophysical properties (Huang et al., 2009; Sengupta et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2002) , so development of new probes is a high priority. In particular, probes with faster single molecule switching rates are essential for gaining greater temporal resolution (i.e., speed) during time-lapse point-localization SR imaging applications in live cells. The faster switching rates enable rapid collection of images with minimal overlap of single-molecule fluorescent spots. The development of probes with greater photon output is also desirable. By increasing the localization accuracy of single molecules, they allow greater resolution to be achieved. Probes with lower fluorescence in the dark state and lower spontaneous activation rates are also needed. They enable decreased background signal, which increases resolution and allows less overlap of single molecules. Better probes for withstanding the relatively harsh fixation conditions of EM analysis are further necessary to improve the correlation capabilities of point-localization SR microscopy with EM approaches (Kopek et al., 2012) . Finally, there is an urgent need to develop technology that can specifically label proteins with organic dyes using small acceptor peptides (Chen and Ting, 2005; Klein et al., 2011) . This is important for avoiding the spatial resolution degradation caused by organic dye-tagged antibodies (Huang et al., 2009) .
The development of new tools for analyzing point-localization data sets is also important for the future of point-localization SR imaging. Quan et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) , or compressed sensing (Zhu et al., 2012) to fit multiple, overlapping single molecule images within a diffraction-limited spot. Implementation of these localization algorithms has enormous potential in live cell applications of point-localization SR imaging, because it enables imaging of fluorescent molecules at higher density, which allows for a substantial decrease in the overall acquisition time. With this strategy, even fast-moving cellular objects have the possibility of being viewed with nanometric precision. The new localization algorithms can also be used to view nanoscopic structures in fixed cells with greater precision and should facilitate quantitative studies examining protein density, clustering, and stoichiometry of macromolecular complexes.
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Conclusions and the Foreseeable Future
Organisms develop in a highly dynamic 3D environment. Pointlocalization-based SR methods have been and continue to be adapted to the technical challenges of imaging this cellular environment. Although some physical limitations constrain these optical methods from peering into this nanoscale world, many of the barriers have been surmounted. As point-localizationbased SR technologies mature and become more accessible, we will undoubtedly see an explosion of biological insights arise from looking deeper and deeper into cells and tissues. Motordependent vesicular trafficking, tight cell junction maintenance, and chromatin organization, discussed below, are just some of the examples of systems that should benefit from point-localization SR microscopy investigation.
Related to motor-driven transport, single molecule-based technologies largely originated with in vitro studies of molecular motor proteins (Yildiz et al., 2003 (Yildiz et al., , 2004 . In light of recent in cellulo single molecule-based SR technologies, a logical step would be to place these motors back into their native environments and use SR imaging to delineate the 3D dynamics of motor-dependent vesicular trafficking (Kural et al., 2005) . These studies would put a high demand on the optical capabilities of a system, but improvements in fluorescence probes, data acquisition, and image analysis could enable these studies.
Regarding tight junctions, these membrane diffusion barriers, found in highly polarized tissues, are responsible for maintenance of tissue asymmetry and are critical for organogenesis. The tight junctions are composed of integral membrane protein complexes, which organize to segregate specific signaling receptors on particular interfaces of the extracellular environment. Although many tight junctional maintenance proteins are known, an in-depth characterization of the specific organization of each component is lacking. Point-localization SR imaging methods could provide a much-needed bridge to link previous electron microscopy observations of tight cell junctions to specific protein components. This insight should lead to a greater understanding of the organization principles of tight cell junctions and aid in modeling studies to explain protein mediated diffusional barriers.
Finally, the epigenetic control of gene expression and its relationship to non-DNA-coded heritable traits is now appreciated. This form of genetic regulation is responsible for driving the differentiation of unique cell types, which share an otherwise identical genome. Higher order structures of DNA wrapped histones, termed nucleosomes (10 nm), pack together to form larger 30 nm chromatin fibers, which regulate the accessibility of genes for transcription. Point-localization SR methods are poised to unfold the details of processes regulating this hierarchical organization with exceptional mechanistic insight (Flors and Earnshaw, 2011) . Indeed, dSTORM has already been applied to image histone proteins in a native live cell context (Klein et al., 2011; Wombacher et al., 2010) . One might envision the use of both sequence-specific nucleic acid probes as well as chromatin structural proteins to contextualize chromatin ordering at specific genes and in response to transcriptional stimuli.
In conclusion, just as the use of biological electron microscopy revolutionized our understanding of biomolecular organizational principles, so did the discovery of genetically encodable fluorescent proteins provide intrinsic molecular specificity. Now, pointlocalization-based and other SR microscopy methods are increasing the scope and decreasing the spatial scales of biological questions. As these ''unblurring'' technologies mature, we will undoubtedly witness a blurring of the dividing lines between what is possible and not with visible light imaging.
